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II.

Introduction
Black-golden blood pours from CHAOS’ wounds. The other gods look down on him with expressionless faces and allow their weapons to soar through the air once again. The sentence has long
been passed. Yet, do they really believe they could thus undo his deed?
As his twin sister finally approaches him, he sees a single tear run down her cheek. He closes his eyes. He knows it will soon be over. Forgiveness is not in her nature.
Her blade cuts through his heart as if it is the easiest thing in the world. With his last strength, he grants his sister a smile, since CHAOS knows that they will meet again one day.
After all, a true god cannot die!

First Overview
Shattered Chaos is a fully cooperative, dynamic adventure game for 1-5 players. The first two adventure boxes Destruction and Despair contain 10 adventures together. Each adventure can be
played in 2 to 3 hours, either with 4 or 5 adventurers. You can choose from the following adventurers:

As soon as you have assembled your adventurer group, the adventure can begin.
And time is of the essence! Since the Cities of the Gods – your home – are on the verge of ruin. Desperately, you try to reach the Lost City where the legendary Jewel of the Gods is said to be
located, a powerful, magical artefact. In the legends, it is written that time itself can be turned back with the Jewel of the Gods and the world might thus be saved. Yet your search for the gem
is thwarted by the teeth and claws of several shadow creatures, the new rulers of the Lost City. As you are about to drift into the shadow world yourself, you are however denied eternal rest.
In front of you rises CHAOS, the god that fell several centuries ago, the creator of man. He offers you a deal. You accept, since what of the price if the world itself is at peril? CHAOS’ godly breath
awakens you to new life and you sense his presence taking hold of you. You feel mightier than ever! The adventure can begin.

About these instructions
First we want to describe the chaos boards to you that represent your direct connection to CHAOS. Subsequently, we will introduce the adventurers, the enemies and the dynamic fighting
system, the so-called reactions. Finally, we will explain the exact course of a round, the general setup and the rules of the campaign.
Each of the 10 adventures is played over several rounds and ends when you have achieved the aim of the adventure or when all the adventurers have died.
Each round consists of 3 phases that we will only sketch out for you here:
1.

Adventurer phase: In this phase, the adventurers perform their
(actions). They can move, attack enemies, search rooms or call on God CHAOS for support. If an adventurer has attacked
an enemy during this phase, the enemy generally reacts immediately and counters with a specific
(action).

2.

Enemy phase: In this phase, the enemies perform their
counter with an
(attack).

3.

Chaos phase: In this phase, you prepare everything for the following round. It is here that the adventurers receive the support from CHAOS.

(actions). If an enemy has attacked an adventurer during this phase, the adventurer generally reacts immediately and may
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IV.

Chaos boards
Most of the cards and tokens placed on the large and the two small chaos boards stand in connection with the god CHAOS. On the large chaos board, you will also find the narrator cards –
the heart of each adventure.

1.

Narrator Cards

For each of the 10 adventures, there is an individual deck of narrator cards through which
you will learn about the setup, the story and the rules of the respective adventure.
You can recognize a specific adventure at a glance when looking at the deck card of the
respective adventure and the adventure specific illustration on the back of the narrator
cards.
1

1.

Deck card

2.

Name and number of the
narrator cards

3.

Setup / story / rules

2

3

2

3

The backs of the narrator cards of a respective adventure are arranged alphabetically and
numerical. Thus, there will be several stacks. They will be placed on the fields marked A, B
and C.

In some adventures, there are narrator cards that don’t show any
numbers of their backs. They will be placed in a random order on
the respective stack.

You read the narrator cards always in alphabetical order. First you need to check whether
you may read one or several narrator cards from stack A. Only then may you read the narrator
cards from stack B, etc. In the course of an adventure, you will be prompted at certain points
to place individual narrator cards of one stack on to another stack so that the order of a
certain stack may very well change.
Instructions in red boxes have to be followed immediately after being read. Instructions in
orange boxes depend on conditions. As soon as these have been met, you follow the
instructions immediately.
When you have read and completed a narrator card, it will be placed on the discard pile next
to the narrator cards.

Example: Narrator cards
Stack A shows the revealed narrator card A 1.3. In the orange box, you find
the following conditions:
When you are at least in the 3rd round and all
adventurers are in the pantry, read A 2.1.
As you can see, two conditions are mentioned in this orange box. Only when both have been
met you read narrator card A 2.1. Narrator card A 1.3 is then discarded.
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All game material for a specific adventure will be listed on
the first narrator cards on stack A.
Through them you also learn when models and tokens are
placed on the game board.
Models and tokens can only be placed on the hexagons
edged in white on the game board. Only one model can be
placed on a space. As a rule, tokens are no obstruction and
spaces with tokens can thus be occupied by a model.
Each adventure will be played on its specific game board. On each game board, you will see
a number from 1 to 10 that corresponds with the respective adventure, for instance, the two
game boards with 1 for the first adventure.
The red lines on the game boards mark the different rooms. They can be crossed without any
problems.

a.

Should the adventurers be placed on the game board, they are placed on the spaces
marked 1, 2, 3 and 4 when playing with 4 adventurers and respectively 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
when playing with 5 adventurers, in an order of your choice.

b.

If an enemy is to be placed on a space, its illustration will be shown. Then place any
numbered model of the respective enemy of your choice on the indicated space. If all
models of the same enemy are already on the game board, no new model of this enemy
can be placed.
If the illustration of the enemy is edged in turquoise, you need to place the elite version
(see p. 18) of the respective enemy on the indicated space. A black base is fixed to an
elite enemy.

c.

If a token is to be placed on a space already occupied by a model, the token will be
positioned underneath the model. For some specific tokens, the number of tokens that
have to be placed on a space is shown, too.

Example: Setup
If a model is to be placed on a space already occupied by another model, the model will be
placed on the next available space closest to the assigned space. If there are several
legitimate possibilities, you can choose.

An enemy is to be placed on a space occupied by Bastion. You
may place the enemy on an adjacent space of your choice.
The enemy may be placed on each of the spaces marked in
yellow, but not on the space occupied by Stalker.

2.

Round Counter

Most adventures are played in 7 to 9 rounds. It is important to know which round you are in
since certain events can only occur after a predetermined point in time. How quickly you can
successfully finish an adventure is also important for the campaign (see p. 26).

3.

Killed Enemy Drop – the Graveyard

All enemies that have died in a round are placed here, no matter whether they died by your
hands or in a different way. For killed enemies your adventurers will receive support from
CHAOS.

4.

Token-Stash

All tokens not momentarily used in the game are placed here.

5.

Adventure Cards

Here you will place the adventure cards of a specific adventure. You
will for instance learn from the adventure cards what happens
when you have searched a specific room on the game board.

6.

Chaos Card Stack

Chaos cards that are available to you in an adventure are placed
here. CHAOS works his magic via the chaos cards and thus supports
the adventurers in their fight.

7.

Chaos Card Discard Pile

All chaos cards that have already been used in an adventure are discarded here.
Please note: The small chaos boards are meant to make life easier for you since it is hardly
possible for each gamer to have good access to the large chaos board when 4 or 5 players
are playing.
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V.

The Adventurers
A. Adventurer Cards
On the adventurer cards, you will find all the information regarding your adventurers: which
important currency in the game – and how many
(lives) they have.

(actions), talents and skills they can draw on and how much (chaos) – the most

Please note: To avoid impeding the reading flow of the text, we will speak of an or the adventurer as a male. Of course, female adventurers are included.

1.

5.

Adventurers and Motto

There
are
adventurers.
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The differently colored experience cards indicate which
adventurers may draw on or utilize in a specific adventure.

different

The motto of an adventurer
describes his gaming style in a
few words.

2.

Token Ledger

Certain tokens are placed on the token ledger, e.g.

1.

Blue experience card 1

2.

Overview of actions

3.

Overview of skills

(actions) and skills the

2

1

3

(action tokens) that indicate how

many
(actions) an adventurer may still perform in the adventurer phase, the 1st phase of
a round.

3.

Experience Cards

6.

Chaos Cards

Most chaos cards support your adventurers once in a battle. Sorted according to value, there
are bronze, silver and gold chaos cards.

Starting Player Card

Whoever finds the starting player card next to his
adventurer card, is starting player and responsible for
the correct run of the chaos phase, the 3rd phase of a
round, and that nothing is left out. The starting player
card is passed on clockwise in every round.

4. Talent Cards
The individual talent cards indicate which unique talents your adventurers
have gained during their adventures.

1.

Card typ

2.

Card number

3.

Color / value

4.

Discarding requirements above

5.

Bonus

6.

Discarding requirements below

2

1

3

4
5
6

Please note: In the first adventure, there are no talent cards since the
initial talent is printed directly on your adventurer cards.
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7.

Chaos Ledger

(Chaos) represents the essence of God CHAOS that rained down on the world after he has
been slain by the other gods.

Example: Numerical chaos value
Deadeye has 3 (chaos tokens) on her chaos
ledger. Her numerical chaos value is 5.

How much (chaos) an adventurer possesses at a given moment can be seen on his chaos
ledger on which
(chaos tokens) can be placed from the bottom upwards.
There are 3 different chaos ledgers. Respectively 2 of the 6 adventurers have identical chaos
ledgers.
On each chaos ledger, you may place up to 4
(chaos tokens). An
adventurer will have as much (chaos) at a given time as his
numerical chaos value, meaning the number next to the highest
(chaos token) indicates. In case an adventurer has no
(chaos
token) on his chaos ledger, his numerical chaos value corresponds
with the number in the box at the lowest point of his ledger.

Mender has no
(chaos token) on her chaos
ledger. Her numerical chaos value is 4.

Usually, the adventurers want to have as much (chaos) as possible, since the more
(chaos tokens) an adventurer has assembled on his chaos ledger, the more frequently he
can utilize certain skills (see p. 15) in battle. As a drawback, the probability of an adventurer
being attacked is greater the higher the numerical chaos value on his chaos ledger is since
your enemies are almost magically attracted to the godly essence of CHAOS.

Please note: The adventurers start each adventure with 2
ledger.

8. Life Ledger
The
dies.

(life) of an adventurer indicates how much
(damage) he may endure before he
(Armor) reduces the (damage) at the rate of the armor value.

The digit marked in red on the life ledger is your starting value and indicates with how many
(lives) an adventurer starts each adventure. During an adventure, an adventurer may
possess additional
(lives), but as a maximum only as many
(lives) as indicated on his
life ledger.
If the
(life) of an adventurer falls below 1, he is considered killed and his model is
removed from the game board. All
(chaos tokens) on the chaos ledger of the adventurer
are placed on the space on which he has been killed.
A killed adventurer turns into a shadow. If all adventurers have been turned into shadows,
an adventure has been lost (see p. 27)!

9.

(chaos tokens) on their chaos

Please note: There are several possibilities for the adventurers to obtain
The most effective one is killing enemies.

(chaos tokens).

Shadows
A shadow will immediately be placed on a space adjacent to another adventurer or shadow.
A shadow may continue to use his talents, utilize chaos cards and retain all tokens on his
token ledger, i.e. even those
(action tokens) he has not yet used. However, a shadow can
neither receive
(lives) nor any
(chaos tokens). He also can’t use skills (see p. 15) any
longer.
If a shadow takes any
(damage).

(damage), another single adventurer has to suffer the entire

Please note: When you have successfully completed an adventure, all adventurers and
shadows recover so many
(lives) as corresponds to their respective starting values for
the next adventure.

Background Story

Here you will learn from which City of the Gods an adventurer hails, which traits he possesses and his personal drive as regards the search for the Jewel of the Gods.

10. Play Style
Here you will get a first impression of the kind of role an adventurer is most likely to play within the group of adventurers. The various colored bars indicate which traits are already an adventurer’s
strength in the first adventure and in which direction he may develop his traits during a campaign.
1.

Defense: This trait indicates how often and how successfully an adventurer may withstand his enemies before he will succumb to his wounds.

2.

Offensive: This trait indicates how often and how successful an adventurer can cause his enemies wounds or incapacitate them.

3.

Flexibility: This trait indicates how often and how successfully an adventurer may utilize his talents in different situations.

4.

Support: This trait indicates how often and how successfully an adventurer may support his companions or complete adventure specific tasks.
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B. Adventurer Actions
The adventurers fight the enemies primarily in the adventurer phase, the 1st phase of a
round. As a rule, an adventurer performs 2
(actions) in the adventurer phase. Each time
an adventurer performs an
(action), you turn one of his
(action tokens) over to show
its back: .

1.

Move

Please note: A move cannot be interrupted to perform a different

(chaos tokens).

Interaction

If an adventurer performs an (interaction), he interacts in one way or another with the
game board. As a rule, special spaces or rooms with which your adventurers can interact are
marked by an adventure token. If an adventurer performs an (interaction) on an adventure
token, it is turned over. Then the adventurer must draw the adventure card from the large
chaos board that corresponds with the number on the back of the adventure token and
follow the instructions listed there. Return the adventure token and the adventure card on
the respective space of the large chaos board.

3.

1.

(Move)

2.

3.

(Chaos Call)

4.

(Interaction)
(Attack)

In the adventurer phase Deadeye performs a
(move). She
takes 3 of her altogether 4 (steps) and passes Raider’s space
on the way.

(action).

If an adventurer stands on or moves across a space on which one or more
(chaos tokens)
have been placed, he may remove as many
(chaos tokens) from the game board as he
chooses and place them on his chaos ledger.

2.

(actions):

Example 1: Move

If an adventurer performs a
(move), he may take up to 4 (steps) on the game board.
The adventurers can move across spaces occupied by other adventurers, but not across
spaces occupied by enemies.

Please note: Only the adventurers can pick up

The adventurers can perform 4 different

Example 2: Move
In the adventurer phase Deadeye
performs a
(move). She takes
4 (steps) and thus moves over a space
holding 2
(chaos tokens). Deadeye
decides to pick one up. She leaves the
other
(chaos token) on the game
board.

Example: Interaction
In the adventurer phase Mender performs
an
(interaction) on a space with
(adventure token C). She turns over the
adventure token. It shows the number 6.
Mender takes the adventure card showing
the number 6 and follows the instructions
listed.

Chaos Call

If an adventurer performs a
(chaos call), he may draw a
(chaos token) from one of the small chaos boards and a chaos card of his choice from the large chaos board. He may then
determine another adventurer who may also draw a chaos card from the large chaos board.
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4.

Attack

If an adventurer performs an

(attack), he first chooses one enemy amongst all the enemies in his

(line of sight) that he wants to attack.

A model has a
(line of sight) to another model, if it is possible to draw a straight line from any corner of one’s own space to any corner of the space occupied by the other model. The
line must neither be drawn across non-existing spaces nor across corners or edges that are part of non-existing spaces.
(Lines of sight) are not blocked by other models.
Examples: Lines of Sight

1. Thrasher
enemies.

sees

both

2. Thrasher does not see
the enemy.

3. Thrasher does not see
the enemy.

4. Thrasher does not see
the enemy.

A
(line of sight) cannot
be drawn across nonexisting spaces.

A
(line of sight) cannot
be drawn across a corner
that is part of a nonexisting space.

A
(line of sight) cannot
be drawn across an edge
that is part of a nonexisting space.

Each adventurer can use melee as well as ranged attacks. The amount of
(range) the
(attack) of an adventurer has, will be determined by the throw of the dice while
performing the
(attack).

Example 1: Attack

Each adventurer attacks with a yellow, a red and a
blue die. The digits shown on the dice indicate the
highest possible eyes that can be thrown with the
respective die.

In the adventurer phase Stalker performs an
(attack)
against an enemy that stands adjacent to her, meaning one
space away from her.

Any die out of the 3 dice determines the maximum (range) of the
(attack). The other
2 dice indicate the
(damage). Which die is to be used for
(range) and which for
(damage), will be decided by the adventurer after the throw of the dice.
Please note: It is not possible to use more than one die as

The mechanism that the exact
(range) of an
(attack) by an adventurer is decided by
the throw of the dice, is meant to mirror the dynamic of a fight to the death. Not every hit is
perfect and sometimes it is a smidgen of luck that decides whether your weapons will have
an enemy shrug his shoulders or lose his head.

(range).

An adventurer hits an enemy if the die for the
(range) is at least as high as the enemy
stands spaces away. The
(attack) by the adventurer is then thought to be successful, no
matter whether he has caused any (damage) or not.
If the
(attack) of an adventurer does not have sufficient
(range), the
(attack) fails.
If an adventurer has sufficient
(range) with at least one of the dice, he cannot purposely
fail his
(attack).

She throws the dice:

.

Stalker takes the red die
determine the (damage).

as

(range). The yellow and the blue dice

thus

Example 2: Attack
Bastion performs an
(attack) against an
enemy that stands 3 spaces away from him.
He throws the dice:

.

Bastion must choose the blue die
and red dice

as

thus determine the

(range) to be able to hit this enemy. The yellow
(damage).

As a rule, an enemy will immediately perform a specific
(action) as a reaction, if he has been attacked successfully by an adventurer. No true monster will just accept having been beaten!
Yet before we explain which
(actions) an enemy can perform, we first want to show you how an adventurer reacts after he has been attacked by an enemy in the enemy phase, the
2nd phase in round.
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C. Adventurer Reactions
If an adventurer has been attacked by an enemy in the enemy phase, the 2nd phase of a
round, the respective adventurer may react and launch an immediate
(attack) against
the enemy that has attacked him. No true adventurer will just give in without putting up a
fight, certainly not without a good reason!
Please note: On rare occasions it is certainly reasonable for an adventurer not to react to an
(attack) after he has been attacked, for instance because an enemy might explode on
death and cause (damage) to the adventurer.

Example 1: Adventurer reaction in the enemy phase
In the enemy phase, an enemy attacks Stalker. As a
reaction, Stalker may perform an own
(attack) against
the enemy that stands 2 spaces away from her.
She throws the dice:

.

Stalker may either use the yellow die
or the blue die
dice thus determine the (damage) of the
(attack).
A model, no matter whether it is an adventurer or an enemy, may not perform a reaction
when it has been attacked if it has been
1.

killed, meaning its

2.

stunned.

(life) has dropped below 1, or

As a rule, a model has been stunned by an enemy model in an
2 or more
(vortices) after the throw.

(attack), if the dice show

as

(range). The other two

The 3 dice differ not just in the number of the eyes
but also in the number of
(vortices) on the sides.
The yellow and the red dice show one
(vortex) on
respectively 3 sides. The blue die, on the other hand,
shows 2
(vortices) on one side.

Certain chaos cards and talents of adventurers as well as skills of some enemies can add
(vortices) to an
(attack) or directly stun an enemy model.

A model that has been stunned in an
(attack) in one or the other way will only fail to react
to this one
(attack). It has not been stunned for the entire adventurer or enemy phase.

Example 2: Adventurer reaction in the enemy phase

Please note: A reaction is never followed by another reaction!

In the enemy phase, enemy I attacks Bastion and stuns him.
Bastion cannot react.
Afterwards, Bastion is attacked by enemy II. Since he has neither
killed nor stunned him, Bastion may react this time and perform
his own
(attack) against enemy II.
He throws the dice:
Bastion takes the blue die
dice

.
as

thus determine the

(range). The yellow and red
(damage) of the

(attack).

The 3
(vortices) on his dice are immaterial, since a reaction cannot be followed by another
reaction.

D. Critical Hit
Example: Critical Hit
Certain adventurer
(attacks) may be so powerful, i.e. precise, that they don’t only stun
the enemy but also cause a critical hit. You land a critical hit if you successfully attack an
enemy with 4 or more
(vortices). A critical hit will allow you to ignore up to 2 (armor)
of the attacked enemy.
Please note: An adventurer may cause a critical hit with every
adventurer phase as well as a reaction in the enemy phase.
Please note: The enemies cannot perform any critical hits.

(attack), meaning in the

In the adventurer phase, Bastion attacks an
enemy that stands 2 spaces away from him.
He throws the dice:

.

Since his
(attack) is successful and also shows 4
(vortices), Bastion has landed a
critical hit against his enemy. The enemy is not only stunned, Bastion may also ignore up to
2 (armor) of the attacked enemy.
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E. Adventurer Talents
There are 6 adventurers: Bastion, Deadeye, Mender, Raider, Stalker and Thrasher. Each adventurer possesses one unique talent that he or she can utilize already in the
first adventure. Additional talents will be obtained by your adventurers in the course of the campaign (see page. 26).

Bastion can stomach a lot of damage. His motto is:
Faces every battle.
Bastion has +2 (armor) against enemy
or (special attacks) (see p. 20).

(attacks)

Raider hits with precision. His motto is: Always hits the
weak spot. Raider has ±2
(vortices) in his
(attacks).

Stalker is exceptionally quick. Her motto is: Always is one
step away.

Deadeye prefers to attack from afar. Her motto is: Sends
messages of love ahead. Deadeye has +2
(range) in her
(attacks).

Mender can heal herself. Her motto is: Lives the life.
Mender receives 1
(life) in her
(attacks).

In the adventurer phase, Stalker may move one
before each of her
(actions).

(step)

Thrasher causes the most damage. His motto is: Beats
enemies to pulp.
Thrasher has +1

(damage) in his

(attacks).
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F. Adventurer Skills
The adventurers may utilize different skills in battle by discarding
the campaign, they will acquire more skills.

1.

(chaos tokens). As early as from the first adventure, they can make use of the skills chaos step and chaos hit. During

Chaos Step:

If an adventurer makes use of this skill, he may take up to 4 (steps) before one of his
(actions) in the adventurer phase. For each chaos step, the adventurer has to discard one
(chaos token) from his chaos ledger and place it to one of the small chaos boards.
Please note: Chaos steps enable an adventurer to move without having to discard an
(action token) for a
(move).

Example 1: Chaos Step
In the adventurer phase, Bastion wants to perform an
(interaction) on an adventure token that lies 2 spaces away
from him.
Since Bastion has 3
(chaos tokens) on his chaos ledger, he
uses the skill chaos step. Bastion discards 2 of his 3
(chaos
tokens) and takes 2
(steps). Since he now stands on the
adventure token, Bastion can perform the (interaction).

Example 2: Chaos Step
In the adventurer phase Bastion wants to perform an
stands 4 spaces away from him.

(attack) against an enemy that

Since the enemy is quite far away, Bastion
uses the skill chaos step. Bastion has one
(chaos token) on his chaos ledger. He
discards it and takes a
(step) towards
the enemy. He now stands on a space with
a
(chaos token). He picks it up to
discard it immediately and takes another
(step) towards the enemy. Then he
performs his
(attack) against the
enemy that stands now only 2 spaces
away from him.

2.

Chaos Hit:

If an adventurer uses this skill, he may throw up to 3 dice again in his
(attack). An
adventurer has to decide immediately after the throw of the dice whether, and if so, which
of the dice he wants to throw again. It is not possible to throw dice individually or throw the
same die several times in a row. The result of the dice throw after the chaos hit is final and
can also turn out to be worse than the previous throw.
For every newly thrown die, the adventurer has to discard a
ledger to one of the small chaos boards.

(chaos token) from his chaos

Please note: The skill chaos hit may be used with
(attacks) in the adventurer phase as well
as in the enemy phase when performing an
(attack) as a reaction.

Example: Chaos Hit
In the adventurer phase Bastion performs an
2 spaces away from him.
He throws the dice:

(attack) against an enemy that stands

.

Since his
(attack) would only do little (damage) to the enemy,
Bastion decides to utilize the skill chaos hit. Bastion has 2
(chaos
tokens) on his chaos ledger. He discards both
(chaos tokens) and
throws the yellow and blue dice again.
He throws the dice:

.

Since Bastion cannot deploy the skill chaos hit again, his final attack is as follows:
.
Bastion takes the red die
determine the (damage).

as

(range). The yellow and blue dice

will thus
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G. Chaos Cards
Already from the first adventure, you have 36 bronze chaos cards at your disposal. With the chaos cards you can use bonuses that correspond with your first talent and the first talents of
the respective other adventurers.

There are 3 different stacks of chaos cards: defensive, offensive and flexible chaos cards.
Depending on the stack you prefer to draw the chaos cards from, you can substantially
influence the gaming style of an adventurer.
1.

The defensive chaos cards will provide you with (armor) and
(life) bonuses. They
can help you to withstand the claws, teeth and clubs of your enemies. In addition, they
will enable you to tap your enemies’ life energy in order to strengthen yourselves.

2.

The offensive chaos cards will enhance your
(vortices) and
(damage) bonuses.
With these you can stun your enemies more efficiently, pierce their armor and give your
axes, daggers and arrows more clout.

3.

The flexible chaos cards provide you with more
(range) and (step) bonuses. With
these you can attack your enemies from a greater distance and lure them into
ambushes. They also allow you to cross the game board more quickly.

The number of chaos cards you can draw from each stack is limited. When you have drawn
all chaos cards from a stack, the respective stack is used up and you won’t be able to draw
chaos cards from this stack again until the next adventure begins.

As you can see on the large chaos board, there is an additional 4th typ of chaos cards. The
way in which you can obtain these chaos cards and the type of bonuses they grant you, will
be revealed to you during the course of the campaign (see p. 26).
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Each adventurer may have up to 2 chaos cards on his adventurer card.

Example 1: Chaos Cards
In the adventurer phase, Bastion wants to perform an
stands 2 spaces away from him.
Before his

(attack) against an enemy that

(attack), Bastion discards both of his

chaos cards to receive +2
(life) with his

(range) and one

(attack).

He throws the dice:

.

In order to receive the bonus of a chaos card, i.e. the bonus of both chaos cards, an
adventurer has to discard the respective chaos cards, generally before the
indicated on the chaos cards.
If the

(action)

(action) is unsuccessful, the respective chaos cards are discarded without effect.

An adventurer may also discard one or both chaos cards on his adventurer card at any time
without making use of the indicated bonus and may immediately take a
from one of the smaller chaos boards for each so discarded chaos card.

Bastion can use the yellow die

as

(range), since he receives +2

discarded chaos card. The red and blue dice
Since his
receives one

(range) due to his

will thus determine the

(damage).

(attack) was successful, Bastion may tap the life energy of the enemy and
(life).

(chaos token)

Since it may be sensible not to stun an enemy in certain cases, you always have the option
with offensive chaos cards showing
(vortices) to deploy the respective
(vortices) in
your own
(attack) or to subtract them from the
(attack).

Example 2: Chaos Cards
In the adventurer phase, Bastion wants to perform an
against an enemy that stands 3 spaces away from him.
Before his

(attack)

(attack), Bastion discards one of his

chaos cards to take a

(step) towards the enemy.

Then he discards his other chaos card to receive
±1

(vortex) with his

(attack).

He throws the dice:

.

Bastion can use any die as

(range). Both of the other dice thus determine the

(damage). Since Bastion has thrown 2

(vortices), the enemy would be stunned and

unable to retaliate with a reaction. Due to his discarded chaos card with ± 1
Bastion can remove one
reaction after all.

(vortex) from his

(vortex),

(attack) so that the enemy can perform a
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VI.

The Enemies
A. Enemy Cards
On the enemy cards, you will find all the information about the enemies: the

(actions) they can take and skills they possess or how many

6.

(lives) and how much

(armor) they have.

Values

Here you can see how many
(armor) this enemy has.

(lives) and how much

In order to record the
(lives) of the enemy, a life
ledger will be attached to each enemy card showing the
maximum number of the enemies’ lives. Then you place
a magnet on the uppermost still visible row of each
column on the life ledger to keep track of a specific
enemy’s
(life).
In the case of the gremlins that have 7
(lives) when
playing with 4 adventurers, the life ledger will be
constructed and the magnets will be placed as follows:

1.

Enemy Drop

Here, you put all the models of the respective enemy card that are currently not on the game
board.

If the
(life) of an enemy falls below 1, he is considered killed and his model will be
removed from the game board and added to the graveyard of the large chaos board. On the
space on which the enemy was killed, you will need to place a
(chaos token).

If an enemy is to be placed on the game board, you take a randomly numbered model of this
enemy from the enemy drop and put it on the indicated space.

7.

Each enemy is allocated a certain number so that the
be recorded.

Enemy Name
The first enemies you will encounter are the gremlins. They belong to the faction of the
shadow creatures.
Different factions, as e.g. the adventurers and the shadow creatures, are at war with each
other.

2.

4 and 5 Player Variant

Enemy cards are printed on both sides since enemies have different amounts of
depending on whether you go into battle with 4 or 5 adventurers.

3.

Model Numbers

(lives)

(life) of the respective model can

8. Standard and Elite Enemies
There are 2 versions of most of the enemies:
1.

the standard enemy, equipped with a translucent base,

2.

the elite enemy equipped with a black base.

The more powerful elite enemies generally have additional skills that are listed in turquoise
boxes. Standard enemies ignore these turquoise boxes.

Reactions – Rules of Behavior

Here you can see which
(actions) this enemy can perform after he has been attacked by
an adventurer in the adventurer phase.

4. Enemy Phase – Rules of Behavior
Here you can see which

5.

(actions) this enemy can perform in the enemy phase.

Skills

Here you can see whether, and if so, which skills this enemy possesses.
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B. Enemy Actions
Your enemies are different not just as to their skills and the power of their claws and teeth
but also as to whether they can use melee or ranged attacks, how fast they can move and
whether they can attack your adventurers several times in a round.
The enemies fight the adventurers mainly in the enemy phase, the 2nd phase of a round. They
perform their
(actions) in ascending numerical order.

Your enemies can perform 5 different

(actions):

1.

(Attack)

2.

3.

(Charge)

4.

5.

(Special attack)
(Move)

(Retreat)

Which of the 5
(actions) an enemy will perform at a given time depends on the maximum
(range) or the maximum amount of (steps) of a respective
(action). Both will be
determined by the number preceding the respective
(action) on the respective enemy
card, regardless of whether an enemy performs an
(action) as a reaction or in the enemy
phase.

In the index regarding the
(actions) of an enemy, you will find certain symbols that indicate which preconditions have to be met before the enemy can perform the respective
in the first place and how the enemy decides against which adventurer he performs an
(action) if more than one adventurer can be targeted.

(action)

The symbol
in the index of an
(action) means that an enemy wanting to perform this
(action) needs to have a
(line of sight) to the respective adventurer.
The symbol in the index of an
(action) means that an enemy performs this
(action)
against the adventurer with the highest (chaos), meaning the highest numerical chaos
value.
The symbol
in the index of an
(action) means that an enemy will perform this
(action) against the closest adventurer.
Please note: In situations in which two or more adventurers present themselves as a target
of an enemy
(action) because they either have the exact same numerical chaos value or
could be the
(closest adventurer), you may decide against whom an enemy performs the
respective
(action).

Before we explain how an enemy decides which
(actions) he performs in the enemy phase or as a reaction after he has been attacked by an adventurer in the adventurer phase, we first
want to introduce the 5
(actions) of the enemies.
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1.

Attack:

An enemy that performs an
(attack) usually causes
(damage) to an adventurer. The
dice with which the enemy attacks are always directly depicted beside his respective
(attack).
Please note: Other than with adventurers, enemies do not determine the
(attacks) by the throw of the dice. It is always fixed.

In order to determine the target of the enemy

(range) of their

(attack), you first need to establish which

adventurers in his
(line of sight) the enemy can attack with his available
(range).
Among those, you will need to choose the adventurer with the highest (chaos), meaning
the highest numerical chaos value, as a target.

Example 1: Attack
With a
(range) of 3, the enemy can attack all spaces marked
in yellow and thus also Mender, who stands 2 spaces away from
him. The enemy attacks with a red die.

Example 2: Attack
With a
(range) of 1, the enemy can attack all spaces marked
in yellow and thus also Thrasher and Deadeye, who are both
standing adjacent to him.
Since Thrasher possesses 4 (chaos) at this time and Deadeye
5 (chaos), the enemy attacks Deadeye with a yellow and a blue
die.

2.

Special attack:

(Special attacks) are particular variants of

3.

(attacks). You will find the rules for a specific

Charge:

Example: Charge

An enemy performing a
(charge) walks toward the adventurer with the highest
(chaos), meaning the highest numerical chaos value, in his
(line of sight) that he can
reach with his available (steps).
A charging enemy always moves with the least necessary

(special attack) of an enemy on his respective enemy card.

With his 3 (steps), the enemy can perform a
(charge)
against Bastion. He takes 2 of his altogether 3 (steps)
towards Bastion.

(steps) towards his target.

Please note: Generally, an enemy stands adjacent to an adventurer after having performed
a
(charge) against him, so that he theoretically can perform an
(attack) or (special
attack) with his next
(action) against the adventurer that he has charged.

The enemy could have also walked to the space to the right
of Bastion since it is also 2 steps away.
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4.

Move:

An enemy performing a
(move) walks toward the
(closest adventurer), meaning to
the adventurer that takes the least amount of
(steps) to reach.
(line of sight) or
(chaos) don’t matter in this case.
A moving enemy always walks with the least possible
his target.

(steps) as far as possible towards

Example: Move
The enemy performs a
(move) with
3
(steps). Even if he does not see
Bastion, the enemy is moving towards
him since Bastion is the
(closest
adventurer).

Please note: Generally, an enemy does not stand adjacent to the adventurer towards which
he has performed a
(move).

As a rule, an enemy will only perform a
(move), if a
(charge) cannot be performed
because he has either no
(line of sight) to an adventurer or the adventurer cannot be
reached with his available (steps).

5.

Example: Difference
between charge and move
The enemy can neither charge Bastion nor Deadeye. He
cannot reach Deadeye with his 2 (steps) and he can’t
see Bastion. Therefore, the enemy performs a
(move) and takes 2 of his altogether 4 (steps)
towards Bastion since he is the
(closest adventurer)
to him.

Retreat:
Example 1: Retreat

With a
(retreat) an enemy moves to safety from the
(closest adventurer), meaning
from the adventurer the least amount of
(steps) away from him.
(line of sight) or
(chaos) don’t matter in this case.
A retreating enemy removes himself with the fewest
from his target.
Please note: In a
the

(steps) possible as far as possible

(retreat), it can happen that an enemy, although removing himself from

(closest adventurer), nonetheless approaches another adventurer.

Please note: The enemies can move across spaces occupied by others enemies when
performing a
(charge), a
(move) or a
(retreat) but not across spaces occupied
by the adventurers.

Please note: If there is no space to which an enemy can retreat with the maximum number
of his (steps) that also leaves him more removed from his
(closest adventurer), he
stays put, even if he still had more (steps) available.

Please note: In contrast to an

(attack), a

(special attack) or a

Enemy I performs a
(retreat) with
3
(steps). Since Bastion is the
(closest adventurer), he retreats as
far as possible from him. There are
3 spaces that are as far away as
possible from Bastion.
You decide that enemy I is to retreat to
the space adjacent to Deadeye. Enemy
I retreats there and on his way, he
passes the space of enemy II.

Example 2: Retreat
Enemy I performs a
(retreat) with 2 (steps). Before
the enemy can retreat, you have to decide whether Bastion
or Deadeye will become the
(closest adventurer) since
both are viable. As you opt for Bastion, the enemy tries to
retreat as far as possible from him. There is only one space
that is as far away as possible from Bastion. Enemy I makes
one of his altogether 2 (steps) and retreats to this space.

(charge) the enemies can always perform a

(move) or a

(retreat) since there will nearly always be a

(closest adventurer) somewhere on the game board.
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C. Enemy Behavior Rules
In contrast to the adventurers, the enemies cannot choose the

(actions) that they perform as reactions or in the enemy phase freely. Instead, they follow behavior rules.

The behavior rules an enemy follows exactly, meaning how many and which
phase on his respective enemy card.

(actions) he can perform, can be ascertained from the columns and rows under reactions and under enemy

The maximum number of
(actions) an enemy can perform can be determined by the
number of columns under reactions, i.e. under enemy phase.
1.

Since only one column has been filled in for this enemy under reactions, he can only
perform one
(action) after having been attacked.

2.

In the enemy phase, this enemy can perform up to 3
(actions) as up to 3 columns
have been filled in on his enemy card under enemy phase.

Please note: Generally, the enemies can perform more
reactions.

(actions) in the enemy phase than

Since the enemy of this enemy card only performs one
(action) after having been
attacked by an adventurer, we first want to demonstrate the enemy-reactions before we
show you how an enemy can perform several
(actions) in a row.

In the same way as an adventurer will not just give in to an
(attack), an enemy will equally not accept defeat that easily. If an enemy is attacked by an adventurer in the adventurer
phase, the 1st phase in a round, the respective enemy reacts to this
(attack).
As a rule, an enemy will always try the uppermost

(action) mentioned in the first column no matter whether an enemy performs an

Only if he cannot perform this
(action) due to lacking
first column can always be performed by an enemy.

(range) or insufficient

(steps) will he try the

(action) as a reaction or in the enemy phase.

(action) in the subsequent row below, etc. The last listed

Example 1: Enemy-reaction in the adventurer phase

Example 2: Enemy-reaction in the adventurer phase

In the adventurer phase, Stalker attacks an enemy without stunning
or killing him. As a reaction, the enemy may perform an own
(action).

In the adventure phase, Thrasher attacks an enemy without
stunning or killing him. As a reaction, the enemy may perform an
own
(action).

1.

Since no adventurer stands adjacent to him, the enemy cannot
perform the
(attack) listed in the uppermost row in the first
column as a reaction.

Since both, Thrasher and Deadeye are adjacent to him, the enemy
can perform the
(attack) listed in the uppermost row of the first
column as reaction.

2.

But the enemy can launch the
(charge) listed in the second
row of the first column since he can reach Stalker with
3 (steps).

Although Thrasher has attacked the enemy, this enemy attacks
Deadeye since she has more
(chaos) at this moment than
Thrasher. This ends his reaction.

(action) in the

This ends his reaction.

Since CHAOS’ essence has been raining down on the world, all living creatures strive to take
up more of it. This is why not just creatures but also rational beings throw themselves almost
blindly on those of their enemies that have absorbed most of the godly essence even if they
have been attacked by another enemy.
Only you, who have entered into bond with CHAOS, are free from this burden and able to
choose your enemies freely.
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Whether an enemy can perform more than one
(action) as a reaction or in the enemy phase depends on whether additional
(actions) are listed in the same row from which he has
picked his first
(action). An enemy can only perform additional
(actions) that are listed in the same row than the previously performed
(action).
If an enemy cannot perform an additional

(action) due to insufficient

The way in which the enemy from the previous page performs his

(range) or not enough

(steps), nothing will happen and the respective

(action) will be ignored.

(actions) in the enemy phase, will now be illustrated.

Example 1: Actions in the enemy phase

Example 2: Actions in the enemy phase

1.

In the enemy phase, the enemy performs his first

In the enemy phase, the enemy performs his first

(action). With a
(range) of 3, he can attack all spaces
marked in yellow and thus also Mender, who is placed
3 spaces away from him. The enemy thus performs the
(attack) in the uppermost row of the first column.

Since he can neither attack an adventurer with a
(range)
of 3 nor charge an adventurer with 3 (steps), he performs
the
(move) listed in the lowest row of the first column.
Since Bastion is the
(closest adventurer), the enemy takes
4 (steps) towards Bastion.

2.

3.

The
(attack) in the second column cannot be
performed by the enemy since none of the adventurers are
adjacent to him. The
(action) is ignored.

(action).

The enemy phase thus ends for this enemy as there are no
other
(actions) in this row.

The
(retreat) can be performed by the enemy. He withdraws from Mender by
2 (steps) since she is the
(closest adventurer).

This ends the enemy phase for this enemy.
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VII.

Course of the Round
Each round consists of 3 phases: 1. the adventurer phase, 2. the enemy phase and 3. the chaos phase.
detaillierten
Rundenablauf findet ihr auch auf der letzten Seite des Regelbuchs.
1.Einen
Adventurer
Phase:
In this phase, the adventurers will perform their

(actions). The order in which the adventurers do this, is up to you.

An adventurer does not have to perform his two

(actions) before another adventurer can begin one own

When you have turned all your

(action tokens) over to their back:

, the adventurer phase ends.

If an adventurer has attacked an enemy in this phase, the enemy will react immediately and perform a certain

(action) as his reaction.

Enemy Phase:

2.

In the enemy phase, the enemies perform their
An enemy will always perform each of his
performed his

(actions) in ascending numerical order, e.g. gremlin 21 will perform his

(actions) before the next enemy begins with his own

3.

(actions) before gremlins 22, 23 etc. spring into action.

(actions). When the enemy with the highest number on the game board has

(actions), the enemy phase has come to an end.

If an enemy has attacked an adventurer in this phase, the adventurer may react immediately and perform an

(attack) as his reaction.

Chaos Phase:

In this phase, various steps have to be completed which is the respective starting player’s
responsibility.
1.

Each adventurer, i.e. shadow, turns his

2.

Beginning with the starting player, you may draw a chaos card of your choice for each
killed enemy in the graveyard clockwise for each respective adventurer. You will then
need to remove all models from the graveyard and place them on the enemy drop of
the respective enemy cards.

3.

(action).

(action tokens) back to its front:

Example 1: Graveyard
In the chaos phase, 4 killed enemies have been placed in the graveyard. Bastion is the
starting player.

.
1.

First, Bastion takes a defensive chaos
card.

2.

Then as the next adventurer clockwise
Thrasher also draws a defensive chaos
card.

3.

Stalker as the next adventurer
clockwise already has 2 chaos cards
and abstains from drawing another
chaos card.

4.

Last to draw as the next adventurer clockwise is Raider, who draws a flexible chaos card.

The round counting marker will be moved and the starting player card will be handed
on clockwise.

The starting player card reminds you in note form of the
steps you need to complete in the chaos phase.

Then Bastion, the starting player, removes the 4 killed enemies from the graveyard and
places them on the enemy drop of the respective enemy cards.
Please note: This course of the round can also be found on the last page of the rule book.
Einen detaillierten Rundenablauf findet ihr auch auf der letzten Seite des Regelbuchs.
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VIII.

General Setup

8.

In the first adventure, take the two game boards that both show the number 1.

In order to play a random adventure, you have to complete the following steps:
1.

Lay out the large and the two small chaos boards.

2.

Take the narrator cards of the adventure you want to play. The top card of the
respective adventure will tell you which adventure a deck of narrator cards belongs to.
Sort the narrator cards in alphabetical order and numerically and place them on the
respective spaces on the large chaos board.

3.

Set the round counting marker to round 1 on the round counter.

4.

Place the 8 adventure tokens on one of the respective spaces on the large chaos board.

5.

Take all chaos cards at your disposal from the campaign box (see p. 27), sort them
according to chaos card type and place them face down on the respective spaces on the
large chaos board. Then shuffle each chaos card stack.
In the first adventure, take the bronze chaos cards 1 to 36 from the first compartment
of the campaign box.

6.

Distribute the 24

7.

Ready the 2 yellow, 2 red and 2 blue dice.

Lay out the game boards of the adventure you want to play. The numbers on the
game boards correspond with the number of the adventure.

Please note: In the prototype version, there is only one game board.
9.

Ready the 2 magnet strips and the 17 magnets.

10. Take an adventurer card each.
If there are fewer players than adventurers, distribute the adventurer cards amongst
you in such a way that you play with either 4 or 5 adventurers. Choose the respective
models. Return the left-over adventurer cards and models to the adventure box.
11. Take 2
(action tokens) for each adventurer and place them on the respective token
ledger of your adventurer cards.
12. Take 2
(chaos tokens) for each adventurer and place them on the respective chaos
ledger of your adventurer cards.
13. Take a clip and position it on the respective starting value of your life ledgers, meaning
the number marked in red on the life ledgers of your adventurer cards.

(chaos tokens) on the small chaos boards.
14. Lay out the starting player card.

All additional instructions, i.e. which adventure-, enemy-, or experience cards you need for each adventure or who is handed the starting player card, you will learn from the narrator cards of
the respective adventure. Now read the first narrator card from stack A of the adventure you want to play.
If you play the first adventure, we recommend that you first read the two-part prologue on page 1 of the rule book out loud. Then the adventure can begin.
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IX.

The Campaign
The story of Shattered Chaos, your quest for the Jewel of the Gods, the war against the shadow creatures or your deal with God CHAOS will be told over se veral adventure boxes. In each
adventure box, a specific story arc of the overarching story will be taken up and reinforced. Each of the 5 adventures of an adventure box will confront you with new and ever more difficult
challenges. In principle, you can play single adventures, but we recommend that you play them one after the other in the given order and as a campaign.
In the campaign, each adventurer’s strength will be restored between the individual adventures by CHAOS, so that he can start a new adventure with as many
(lives) as correspond to his
starting value, meaning the number marked in red on his life ledger. You will also, as a rule, receive new and better chaos cards after each successfully completed adventure. How many chaos
cards you can choose from after an adventure, depends on the final evaluation of a specific adventure.

A. Final Evaluation
The quicker you complete an adventure and the fewer injuries the adventurers have
suffered in the respective adventure, the more successful you have been in an adventure.
You can ascertain your success from the position of the round counting marker on the round
counter on the large chaos board after the final evaluation.

Example: Final Evaluation
You have completed the first adventure in round 8 with the following 4 adventurers:
Bastion, Deadeye, Raider and Stalker.

The adventurers have suffered the following
As you can see, the round counter is divided into 5 sections that, apart from the last section,
always encompass 2 rounds, e.g. rounds 5 and 6 in the third section. Generally, the round
counting marker will be somewhere between rounds 7 and 9 at the end of an adventure,
meaning in the fourth or fifth section on the round counter.
After you have successfully completed an adventure, you can move the round counting
marker to the left for the final evaluation, meaning in the direction of the first section. How
far you can go to the left, depends on how much strength CHAOS has left after readying you
for the next adventure. The less (damage) you have suffered, the further you may move
the round counting marker to the left and the more CHAOS can support you with new chaos
cards.
In order to determine the amount of spaces you can move the round counting marker, add
up how much
(damage) the adventurers that have been fighting in a respective
adventure, have suffered altogether, meaning how far each clip is removed from the
respective starting value for each adventurer.
Then you look up the value that you have
determined in one of the two tables, depending on
whether you have moved into battle with 4 or 5
adventurers and you can then move the round
counting marker to the left by the indicated spaces.
The round in which you have completed a specific
adventure is the initial point. So the fewer rounds
you have needed for completing an adventure, the
fewer spaces you are away from the lower sections
of the round counter.
Please note: It can happen that one or more adventurers have more
(lives) at the end of
an adventure than their starting value. The additional
(lives) may be calculated into the
damage value that you have to determine.

(damage):

1.

Bastion has suffered 6

2.

Deadeye has turned into a shadow. She has suffered
9 (damage).

3.

Raider has suffered 0

4.

Stalker has suffered no
(damage) and even gained
2
(lives) compared to her starting value.

(damage).

(damage).

Together, the 4 adventurers have thus suffered 13 (damage): 6 (damage) with Bastion
and 9 (damage) with Deadeye minus the additional 2
(lives) of Stalker.
As you can see from the table for 4 adventurers to your left, you may move the round
counting marker by 4 spaces, meaning from round 8 to round 4. The round counting marker
is thus on the second section.

When you have determined the section of the round counter on which the round counting marker finally lies, you will need the campaign box.
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B. Campaign Box
The campaign box is divided into different compartments. In most compartments, new and
better chaos cards are stored. In between the different adventures, you can store your chaos
card stack in the first compartment of the campaign box.
After the final evaluation, you draw a certain amount of random chaos cards from the
compartment whose number corresponds with the adventure just played, e.g. compartment
Adventures 1 to 3 if you have just played the second adventure.

The number of chaos cards you can chose from after an adventure is indicated by the two
numbers above the section of the round counter on which the round counting marker is
finally placed. The number at the back tells you how many random chaos cards you may draw
from the campaign box. The number at the front tells you how many chaos cards from this
selection you may keep.

Example: Campaign Box
After the final evaluation of the 2nd adventure, the round counting marker is on the second
section of the round counter.

The chaos cards that were not chosen will have to be returned to the respective
compartment in the campaign box. You will then need to add the chosen chaos cards to the
stack of your actual chaos cards.
Silver or gold chaos cards replace the bronze cards carrying the same number, which is a
way to not only obtain better chaos cards but also remove the bronze chaos cards from your
chaos card stack. Replaced bronze chaos cards will be placed in the discard section of the
campaign box.

Above the second section, there are the two numbers 3 and 6. You may thus draw 6 random
chaos cards from the compartment for Adventures 1 to 3 of the campaign box and keep 3 of
this selection.
You draw a gold and 5 silver chaos cards. You decide
to keep the gold and 2 of the silver chaos cards.
Before you add these chaos cards to your chaos
card stack, you remove the 3 bronze chaos cards
with the same number and place them in the discard
section in the campaign box.
The 3 not chosen chaos cards will be returned to the
section for Adventures 1 to 3.

C. Defeat
If you have lost an adventure, we encourage you to try again. If, however, you died shortly before the end or you had a lot of bad luck with the dice despite strategically sound decisions and
you just want to continue with the next adventure, we ask you to read all of the not yet completed narrator cards of the respective adventure.
For the final evaluation, you place the round counting marker at the end on the round counter, i.e. on the 5th section. You may then draw and keep 2 chaos cards from the respective
compartment of the campaign box. Then you can continue with the next adventure.

D. Letters
In the course of the campaign you will repeatedly be asked to open numbered letters. These letters usually contain new components. Since surprise is an important feature of the game, we
recommend that you only open the letters when you have been asked to do so in an adventure.
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X.

Advanced Rules
You won’t need the following rules to play the first adventure. We would recommend that
you only read them when you are encouraged to do so in a specific adventure or when you
want to look up a subsequent rule in a later adventure.

1.

3.

The Jewel of the Gods

The Jewel of the Gods is represented by the Jewel of the Gods card that replaces the starting
player card. Yet, its function is identical. Whoever finds the Jewel of the Gods card next to
his adventurer card is the starting player. The steps you have to complete in a chaos phase,
in addition to the usual steps, depends on the respective Jewel of the Gods card.

Doors

In certain adventures, you have to place doors on the game board. A door is not placed on a
specific space, but usually on a red line that separates different rooms on the game board.
Generally, an adventurer can open or close a door with an (interaction), provided the
adventurer occupies one of the spaces adjacent to the respective door. An opened door is
not removed from the board but placed next to the red line to which it belongs.

4.

Condition Tokens

Condition tokens influence models in different ways.
Condition tokens have two different sides each, a full side and a half side. Condition tokens
are placed with their full side showing underneath an adventurer or a small enemy and with
their half side underneath a big enemy or a boss.
A model may have a maximum of one specific condition token underneath him.

2.

Big Enemies

Big enemies are models that occupy 3 spaces on the
board, for instances trolls.
If you are asked to affix a life ledger to an enemy card of
a big enemy, you have to first turn the life ledger to its
back. Then arrange it in a way so that it is completely
visible.
In the case of the trolls that have 20
(lives) when
playing with 5 adventurers, the life ledger and the
magnets will be constructed respectively be placed as
follows:

In the chaos phase, the 3rd phase of a round, condition tokens with its full side showing
underneath a model are turned over to show the half side and condition tokens showing
their half side underneath a model are discarded.
Condition tokens are thus returned to one of the respective spaces on the large chaos board
after 2 rounds at the latest when it concerns an adventurer or a small enemy, i.e. one round
when it concerns a big enemy or a boss. A condition token is also discarded when a model
with a condition token has been killed.

5.

Adventurer Skill: Destroy

If an adventurer makes use of this skill, he may take one destruction token from the large
chaos board and place it on the token ledger of his respective adventurer card. Destruction
tokens are the first condition tokens you encounter.
For a destruction token, the adventurer has to discard 2
ledger and place it to one of the small chaos boards.

(chaos token) from his chaos

A model with a destruction token underneath him suffers +2
(attack) or (special attack) against him.
If a big enemy is placed on the game board, the alignment of the model cannot change,
meaning it cannot turn on its own axis.

(damage) with each

Every adventurer may hold a maximum of one destruction marker on his adventurer card.
If an adventurer has a destruction token, he may place his destruction token underneath an
enemy after having successfully attacked this enemy.
Destruction tokens are placed underneath an adventurer or a small enemy with
their full side showing.
Destruction tokens are placed underneath a big enemy or a boss with their half
side showing.
Exactly as with most chaos cards, an adventurer has to decide before his
(attack) though,
whether he will use his destruction token. If the
(attack) has been unsuccessful, the
destruction token is discarded without effect on the big chaos board.

If the
(life) of a big enemy falls below 1, he is considered killed and his model will be
removed from the game board and added to the graveyard of the large chaos board. On
each of the 3 spaces on which the big enemy was killed, you will need to place a
(chaos
token) respectively.
A killed big enemy in the graveyard counts as 3 small killed enemies.
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XI.

Reference Sheet
1.
2.

(chaos)
(chaos token)

5.

(action token)

9.

(range)

13.

(interaction)

6.

(attack)

10.

(armor)

14.

(chaos call)

15.

(charge)

16.

(move)

3.

(life)

7.

(special attack)

11.

4.

(action)

8.

(damage)

12.

(vortex)
(step)

17.

(retreat)

18.

(line of sight)

19.

(closest adventurer)

Course of the Round

Reactions

1.

A model, no matter whether it is an adventurer or an enemy, may not perform a reaction
when it has been attacked if it has been

Adventurer Phase

In this phase, the adventurers will perform their
adventurers do this, is up to you.
When you have turned all your
phase ends.

(actions). The order in which the

(action tokens) over to their back:

, the adventurer

If an adventurer has attacked an enemy in this phase, the enemy will react immediately and
perform a certain
(action) as his reaction.

2.

Enemy phase:

In the enemy phase, the enemies perform their

(actions) in ascending numerical order.

When the enemy with the highest number on the game board has performed his
(actions), the enemy phase has come to an end.
If an enemy has attacked an adventurer in this phase, the adventurer may react immediately
and perform an
(attack) as his reaction.

3.

Chaos phase:

In this phase, various steps have to be completed which is the respective starting player’s
responsibility.
1.

Each adventurer, i.e. shadow, turns his

2.

Beginning with the starting player, you may draw a chaos card of your choice for each
killed enemy in the graveyard clockwise for each respective adventurer. You will then
need to remove all models from the graveyard and place them on the enemy drop of
the respective enemy cards.

3.

The round counting marker will be moved and the starting player card will be handed
on clockwise.

(action tokens) back to its front:

1.

killed, meaning its

2.

stunned.

(life) has dropped below 1, or

As a rule, a model has been stunned by an enemy model in an
2 or more
(vortices) after the throw.

(attack), if the dice show

Certain chaos cards and talents of adventurers as well as skills of some enemies can add
(vortices) to an
(attack) or directly stun an enemy model.
A model that has been stunned in an
(attack) in one or the other way will only fail to react
to this one
(attack). It has not been stunned for the entire adventurer or enemy phase.
Please note: A reaction is never followed by another reaction!

Critical Hit
Certain adventurer
(attacks) may be so powerful, i.e. precise, that they don’t only stun
the enemy but also cause a critical hit. You land a critical hit if you successfully attack an
enemy with 4 or more
(vortices). A critical hit will allow you to ignore up to 2 (armor)
of the attacked enemy.

.

Shadows
A shadow will immediately be placed on a space adjacent to another adventurer or shadow.
A shadow may continue to use his talents, utilize chaos cards and retain all tokens on his
token ledger, i.e. even those
(action tokens) he has not yet used. However, a shadow can
neither receive
(lives) nor any
(chaos tokens). He also can’t use skills (see p. x) any
longer.
If a shadow takes any
(damage).

(damage), another single adventurer has to suffer the entire

Please note: When you have successfully completed an adventure, all adventurers and
shadows recover so many
(lives) as corresponds to their respective starting values for
the next adventure.
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